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A message from our Principal

A very warm welcome to
Oasis Academy Arena
Welcome to Oasis Academy Arena, I am delighted that you are considering us for your child’s
secondary education. I hope that through this prospectus we can give you a little flavour of
what it is like to learn, grow and achieve at our school.
We know that parents want to send their
children to a school which provides excellent
academic standards, as well as a place where
they can develop their character and prepare
for their next steps either beginning a career
or undertaking further study. I am exceptionally
proud of the students we have at Oasis
Academy Arena; they are dedicated to making
the most of their opportunities and strive to do
their best. We are fortunate to have an inspiring
group of teachers and school leaders, who look
forward to helping your child grow.

We know that education doesn’t
stop when a student leaves the
classroom. Therefore, we value parental
involvement and put relationships at
the heart of everything we do. We
communicate regularly with parents and
carers, and we encourage community
involvement through our Hub and
Hub Council.

Oasis Academy Arena is a mixed, fully
inclusive, non-selective secondary school in
the South London Borough of Croydon. We are
open to students of any faith or none. As an
Oasis school we are passionate about our local
community and playing an actively positive role.
Not only through the delivery of exceptional
education, but also through our community
Hub which holds events for our students and
families, but also provides services such as a
local Food Bank.

We believe that every child is entitled to a firstrate education, and at Oasis Academy Arena
we welcome this responsibility with pride and
determination. In choosing to send your child to
our academy you will be choosing to send them
to a school at the heart of things with a bright
and exciting future, that understands that every
student is unique and that will not just prepare
them for their next steps, but will provide them
with skills which will stay with them for life.

At the academy we understand the importance
of getting it right during these vital years of
development. With that in mind, helping our
students to develop holistically is at the forefront
of our curriculum. It is part of our goal to have
students leave our academy as ambitious, kind,
professional young adults who feel intellectually,
emotionally, socially and physically ready for
life after secondary education. Therefore we
provide a stimulating, inclusive and nurturing
environment where every child can grow and
reach their potential.
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With our best wishes,

Thomas Raymond
Principal
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Learning Together, Achieving Forever

Life at Oasis Academy Arena
We are a small secondary school, based in South Norwood.
We value the individual and are proud to know each of our students well.
At Oasis Academy Arena, everything we do is
centred around the Oasis Ethos:

A passion to include everyone
A desire to treat everyone equally,
respecting differences
A commitment to healthy and open
relationships
A deep sense of hope that things can
change and be transformed
A sense of perseverance to keep going
for the long haul
We aim to create an environment where
students are excited about their learning, so
that they grow to be ambitious, professional
and kind young people, ready to lead happy
and enriching adult lives.

‘At Arena we are ambitious,
kind and professional’
Our motto highlights our commitment to
every student’s personal journey to become
the best version of themselves. We want
them to be ready to enter the world of work
with confidence, aiming to do their best
and knowing what it looks like to thrive in a
professional environment. As a foundation,
our young people understand the importance
of being kind to themselves and others.

Deciding where to go to secondary school
is one of the most important decisions in a
young person’s life. Here at Oasis Academy
Arena, we are dedicated to supporting
every one of our young people to achieve
their potential. We have extremely high
expectations and we share these with our
parents through our pastoral monthly tutor
phone calls, where our tutors share how
the student’s attendance, behaviour and
academic success is progressing.
Arena is a place where everyone
participates and achievements are
celebrated. We focus on inclusion for all
children, whatever their gifts, strengths or
interests. We have a successful and strong
behaviour and rewards scheme in action at
the academy, which fosters an atmosphere
of success, determination and pride,
whereby students learn and thrive.
We recognise that your child may be nervous
about the journey they are about to embark
upon, as they travel towards independence,
growth and success. At Oasis Academy
Arena, we see this as an exciting journey
from the outset, with communication and
kindness at the centre of what we do.

Our day
The academy opens each morning from 8.30am onwards with our ‘Arena Meet and Greet’ where our
senior staff and pastoral mentors greet students every day and welcome them into our academy.
We have six lessons throughout the day, each 45 minutes in length. Lessons are broken up by
break and lunch where students can take advantage of our outdoor facilities including basketball,
football and table tennis. Students can also purchase a variety of healthy and nutritious food from our
canteen. After break, lunch, and at the end of the day, everyone lines up in alphabetical order in their
tutor groups; they are then collected by their teacher and escorted to their lesson to ensure a calm,
ordered start of a lesson or end of the day.
After school, we run enrichment clubs in a variety of subjects
until 4pm. Interventions take place to support student
learning both at the start of the academy day and at 3pm.

Supporting everyone
Oasis’ ethos is based on an overarching theme of Inclusion;
welcoming, encouraging and enabling all to achieve their
best whatever the challenges may be in doing so.

1 Library
1 Sports Hall

As an academy we:
• Work closely with families and children to ensure that
their voice is at the heart of our provision

• Identify children with special educational needs and/
or disabilities (SEND) at the earliest opportunity and in
accordance with the SEND Code of Practice (2015)

• We routinely identify children who have a SEND as
they transition from their primary school to our setting
and we continue to do this throughout the year. We
take reasonable steps to meet children’s needs
• Have a qualified Special Educational Needs
Coordinator (SENCO) who oversees the day to day
management of SEND

• Ensure that all teachers understand that they are
teachers of SEND, and invest in whole academy and
targeted training for staff

• Run weekly SEND surgeries led by the SENCO for all
staff, offering support and strategies to improve the
outcomes for children

• Have an enhanced learning provision (ELP) for children
who have a diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) and have an education, health and care plan
(EHCP). The provision is led by a specialist teacher
• Ensure that our provision is integrated within the main
pastoral care of the school
• Work closely with our external partners to ensure that
our practice with regards interventions are based on
the best research and evidence
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Quick facts

1 Gym
2 External PE Zones
2 Performance Studios
10 Parents Information
Evenings
15 Trips each year
38 Classrooms
60 Staff Members
500 Students
1 iPad for every student
at Arena
5
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Behaviour and Rewards
Our behaviour policy is built on our high expectations of students and restorative practice. At
Oasis Academy Arena our students are ‘Ambitious, Kind and Professional.’ We work to ensure
that in every lesson students are given the opportunity to achieve Arena Points for demonstrating
ambition, kindness and professionalism. Students are also rewarded for demonstrating the 9
Habits (Compassionate, Patient, Humble, Joyful, Honest, Hopeful, Considerate, Forgiving and
Self-controlled). Each week our students receive their individual ‘payslip’ which gives them virtual
money for attendance, Arena Points and deductions for negative behaviour or lateness to school.
When a student falls short of what is expected, we have a daily session of ‘restorative practice’
where students and teachers openly talk about their feelings and restore the relationship.
Restorative practice ensures that everyone feels heard and understood to ensure a calm and
caring environment. We use the weekly ‘payslips’ to award prizes.
• The top 10 students in every year group receive a weekly prize

• The top 30 students from every year group receive a half termly ‘film afternoon’
• The top 30 students from each year group receive a termly theatre trip

• At the end of the year the top 20 students from each year group attend Thorpe Park

Absence Procedures
Attendance to school is very important to us. Students can only achieve their very best by
attending school each day, ready to learn.
We expect every student to have attendance in excess of 97%. Should your child be unwell and
not able to attend school we ask that parents telephone the academy prior to 8.45am and alert the
attendance officer.

Oasis Horizons
With Oasis Horizons, every student who joins the Oasis Academy Arena family will receive their
very own iPad for the duration of their time with us. We want to give our young people equality in
their opportunity for learning, therefore the iPad will be theirs to use at school and at home.
Filled with educational apps, the iPad is used in lessons for exploration of learning, class quizzes
and teamwork projects. They are a fantastic teaching tool for our staff to keep on top of new
resources, student understanding, and preparing our students for a future working with digital
technologies.
The iPad have strict e-safety measures in place to keep every child safe online, both at the
academy and at home, alongside lock and tracking features should the device go missing.
We’re sure you’ll have lots of questions about this, so feel free to visit our website
to find out more.
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Curriculum Approach
At Oasis Academy Arena the curriculum is student-centred and is both
ambitious and well designed to meet every child’s needs. We begin with
the premise that every student will make good progress from their starting
point, and consider their needs, aspirations and ambitions. Our staff are
passionate, subject specialists who drive forward learning across all year
groups. Our curriculum builds on prior knowledge and staff use both formative
and summative assessment to gauge understanding and feedback from
students on how they can further improve their performance. Students leave
the academy fully equipped, enjoying a careful blend of knowledge, skills,
resilience and perspective, ready to respond to the challenges of life in the
21st Century.
Middle leaders, alongside experts from the wider Oasis family of schools have
planned and sequenced the curriculum carefully in order to develop knowledge
skills and understanding in each lesson.
We call our teaching methodology ‘The Arena Way’, focused on a principle of ‘I
do, We do, You do’ that structures all lessons and enables teachers to assess
what students understand, allowing them to accurately pinpoint and address
misconceptions.
Through our curriculum we aim to meet the needs of all our students, including
those with special and additional needs. We aim to enrich learning, develop
skills and interests and promote progression, develop 21st Century knowledge
and skills that are required for qualifications and employability, and deliver
high quality teaching, learning and assessment to maximise achievement and
develop character.

Key Stage 3
At Oasis Academy Arena, we offer a three-year Key Stage 3 Curriculum,
which is completed in Years 7, 8 and 9. We prioritise a smooth transition for
students moving from primary school to our school, and we ensure all students
feel welcome and part of the Oasis Arena family. Students study a broad and
balanced range of subjects, developing a strong depth of skills, knowledge
and understanding in every subject area in order to expose them to as many
subjects as possible until they choose their options at the end of Year 9. We
offer a rigorous and enjoyable curriculum that sets students up for life.
We assess our students every half term and feedback to our parents three
times a year. Parents and students are informed whether their child is on
track based on their prior attainment, so that they achieve their potential.
Students are celebrated not only for their academic achievements, but
also how they embrace the 9 Habits and how they develop as a member of
our community.
Subjects offered at this stage are: English, Maths, Science, History,
Geography, Music, Art, French, Technology, Religious Studies, Physical
Education and Personal Development.
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Key Stage 4
Our two-year Key Stage 4 programme is
carefully designed to cater for all abilities and
interests, and students are prepared for the next
stage of their education as they learn to master
a range of subjects. All students study English,
Maths and Science (which involves a lesson of
each of the core subjects every day) and either
Geography, History or French. We believe all
students should study a language at GCSE and
encourage students to follow an EBACC suite
of qualifications where appropriate.
In Year 10 we assess students every half term
and feedback to our parents three times a
year. Students (and their parents) are informed
of how well they are performing against their
GCSE target grade (determined by expected
progress from KS2), and this way we ensure
students receive the support they need to
achieve their potential. In Year 11 students
complete Mini Assessments twice every half
term and complete two sets of mock exams to
ensure they are fully prepared for their GCSE
summer examinations.
Subjects that are compulsory at this stage are:
Mathematics, English and Science. Students
have the option to continue with: History,
Geography, French, Technology, Music, Art,
Sociology, Physical Education and Religious
Studies. Physical Education and Personal
Development are still integrated into the
curriculum regardless of option choice.
Our mission is to provide an excellent,
knowledge-rich curriculum for our students,
introducing them to the best of what has
been discovered, written and created across
a range of subjects. We aim to provide the
appropriate breadth and depth of curriculum
whilst simultaneously promoting curiosity and
life-long love of learning as well as instilling
our ethos of students being ‘Ambitious, Kind
and Professional’.

Here is a taste of what your child will
learn whilst with us.
English
Studying English Language and Literature
at Oasis Academy Arena provides students
with opportunities to gain knowledge of, and
to engage with, the “best of what has been
thought and said.” We passionately believe
that great English teaching helps to shape
the individual. To do this successfully, our
curriculum needs rigour, precision and soul.
It focuses on robust vocabulary instruction,
challenging texts and powerful questions.
The curriculum is designed to inspire a sense
of curiosity around the breadth of English
literature and an appreciation that reading
widely is essential to crafting your own written
work. Ultimately, we want our students to
recognise that studying the “best” literature
and meticulously refining communication
skills opens minds and leads people to
become better human beings.

Maths
We want our students to be curious learners
who can apply their knowledge to the real
world. To do this we empower them with the
fundamental knowledge that allows them
to acquire fluency in crucial mathematical
procedures. Students will enjoy getting to
grips with problem solving and being able to
transfer skills and knowledge to unfamiliar
content. Students master and retain key
concepts, which in turn results in everyone
fulfilling their academic potential in maths and
being well set for the next stage of education
and eventually the world of work.

We are pioneers of the Oasis Horizons
scheme. This is part of our enhanced learning
offer to give every student in our academy
an exceptional education irrespective of their
starting point.
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Sciences
We want all students to become more curious
about the world around them, and be able to
apply their learning and knowledge in realworld situations. We want our students to be
able to use scientific language confidently,
plan and run investigations to test scientific
theories and be able to critically analyse
data and evidence provided to them. Our
curriculum prepares our learners to better
understand the world they live in and make
informed and wise choices. We instil in our
students the belief that they can be the next
great scientist and build a better world for
future generations.

History
Our students explore a knowledge rich
curriculum embedded with sources and
interpretations. Students will build an
appreciation of culture and traditions and how
history has forged the present day. Students
will look at the significance of events through
time including the Norman conquest of 1066,
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the landscape of Medieval England, the reign
of Henry VIII, the abolishment of the slave
trade and the impact of the British Empire
on the world. The knowledge-rich curriculum
creates students that are analytical thinkers
who have the confidence to question the
world around them. Where possible, local
history topics will help them understand their
local community. Their history vocabulary will
be rich, allowing them to make sense of what
they hear, read and encounter in the world.

Geography
Geography introduces students to the
complexity of the world in which they live, the
process of change, the diversity of societies
and relationships between different groups, as
well as their own identity and the challenges
of their time. Our curriculum provides
students with a broad range of information,
including a sense of change over time, and
an appreciation of the culture and attitudes of
societies other than our own. It allows them
to gain perspective by placing their growing
knowledge into different contexts, as well

as giving students power over their own
knowledge allowing them to evaluate critically
the significance of evidence and information,
including research and fieldwork.

Art
Art is a vital and important part of any
student’s education. We build the cultural
capital of our students by providing them
with a means to engage with the critical
understanding of their own and others’
cultural traditions through studying a
diverse range of male and female artists
and designers throughout history. Students
explore their creative abilities and develop
their skills in drawing, understanding of
colour, use of tones and sculpture – students
are encouraged to try out different ideas,
using the natural world around them as
inspiration. We offer a balanced curriculum in
Art, covering a range of subject matter from
drawing to creating a finished piece. This
journey gives students a voice and the space
to express their creativity, take risks and
overcome obstacles.

Music
Our music curriculum aims to create and
foster a student’s musical skills, knowledge
and understanding. Everyone will be able to
perform, listen to, review and evaluate music
across a range of historical periods, genres,
styles and traditions, including the works of
the great composers and musicians. Students
will learn to sing and to use their voices, to
create and compose music on their own and
with others, learn to play musical instruments
and use music technology skilfully. Students
will understand and explore how music
is created, produced and communicated,
including through the musical elements:
dynamics, rhythms, instrumentation, pitch,
structure, tempo, articulation, timbre, texture
and appropriate musical notations. We want
our young people to develop a lifelong love
of music underpinned by knowledge, skills
and confidence.
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French

Religious Studies

Our French curriculum is a knowledge-rich,
interleaved curriculum that is designed to
inspire a love of languages and promote a
curiosity about the world. The curriculum
carefully combines language acquisition
with practice. Central to the curriculum are
three core strands: thematic knowledge,
language production and cultural capital. We
develop students’ fundamental curriculum
knowledge, and we cover all essential
thematic vocabulary and grammar, and
apply them regularly through planned
opportunities to practise. Our curriculum
contains significant proportions of spoken
tasks and activities, developing in challenge
and scope over time. This helps to transform
our language students into spontaneous and
confident communicators. Overlearning of
our core spoken structures results in high
frequency vocabulary and grammar becoming
automatic. Our curriculum is designed to
build cultural capital through exposure to film,
music and festivals in the target language,
cultivating an interest in the world beyond
the classroom.

We explore with our students their own
beliefs on a range of ethical issues. The
subject addresses important questions and
encourages thought provoking debates within
classes. They are taught to support opinions
with carefully selected evidence, and to do
so in a way that shows appreciation for ideas
alternative to their own. Philosophy and Ethics
requires students to respond to questions
in a thoughtful and sophisticated manner.
This helps our students to progress in other
writing-based subjects. Our curriculum is
dedicated to promoting tolerance inside and
outside of the classroom.

PE
Physical Education plays an important part
not just in every child’s education, but in their
lives when it comes to health and well-being.
We encourage our students to step out of
their comfort zone and try new and different
sports that are not traditional in a school
setting. We offer a variety of sports in order
to cover a range of skills and techniques
from the basics such as passing to the
technical such as strategic planning, game
play, subject knowledge and a developing
passion for sports. By exploring different
sports with the students, this allows them
to tap into their knowledge and transfer
skills, develop leadership, organisation,
communication and a forge a new
creativity skill set.
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Technology
Students have the opportunity to explore this
collection of new and innovative subjects,
widening their experience and knowledge
of how different resources may be used to
make creative and interesting designs. Their
study of Graphics, DT and Food Studies
will help them be more creative and further
develop their confidence and competence.
Our curriculum aims to help students to
acquire the necessary skills which will help
them understand the main function of different
tools, equipment and ingredients and how to
use them effectively. Learners will develop
great knowledge of food preparation, resistant
materials and graphic design, which will stay
with them forever.

Students are engaged and
enjoy their work…students were
engrossed in their work and
developed their learning through
thorough and challenging
questioning from the class
teacher.

Ofsted

Personal Development

Careers Guidance

Our PD curriculum is tailor-made to
develop our students’ knowledge, skills and
understanding in order that they remain
healthy, safe and prepared for the next stage
of education and beyond. Students build on
their understanding of themselves and are
encouraged to debate and discuss topics
beyond the learning taking place in the
classroom.

At Oasis Academy Arena, we understand the
value of an exceptional careers education
programme and the positive impact this can
have on our students’ futures. Preparation for
the next step is central to everything we do as
we are ‘Ambitious, Kind and Professional.’

Students learn about right and wrong,
financial management, future careers and
being a member of the local and wider
community. Through our curriculum, students
are well prepared for issues that may come
their way in the future and are able to
empathise with others who may struggle with
aspects of their life.
Students leave our academy with a strong
set of qualifications and a set of strong
social skills, enabling them to be a success
wherever they continue their education
at KS5.
You can find out more about each subject
via our website.

Our careers programme is delivered in
several ways; from meeting and talking to
individuals and organisations, dedicated
lessons on skills for the working world,
alongside an emphasis within subject
areas as to how they relate to potential
career paths. We ensure that our provision
is adapted to the needs of our individual
students.
We provide each student with a range of
meaningful experiences of the working world,
alongside interactions with representatives
from a wide range of employment sectors.
All students are aware of the range of
educational pathways available to them
from GCSE and beyond, to ensure they are
making aspirational choices for their future.
We ensure each student can access one to
one information and guidance meetings to
prepare them for transition points within their
educational journey.
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Extra-curricular clubs
We offer a broad programme of extra-curricular activities, not only
to enhance learning but also to support students to pursue deeper
learning in areas they are passionate about. We want our students to
develop a wide range of skills and interests to enjoy new and exciting
opportunities and experiences.
We encourage students to take part in the Arts, to enjoy theatre and
musical performances. We have clubs in Art, Drama and Music where
students are regularly able to express themselves and grow new skills.
Students are encouraged to join sports teams and partake in
competitive sport, for example, Football, Basketball, Table Tennis,
Netball. There are a range of other opportunities, including being part of
an Eco-school group, Manga club and Board Games clubs.
Mentoring is also a key aspect of school life here at Oasis Academy
Arena as it provides a space for students to freely and openly talk about
their feelings and life experiences, whilst also encouraging them to
progress towards a bright future.
Trips are organised throughout the school and include visits to London
as well as international residential trips to France and Spain. These
trips allow students to explore new cultures, food and experiences,
which broadens their horizons and sparks a love of travel.

How to apply
Oasis Academy Arena has an agreed admission number of 180 full
time pupils for Year 7.
Applications for places at the academy will be made in accordance with
the Local Authority’s coordinated admission arrangements and will be
made on the Common Application Form provided and administered by
the Local Authority.
If your child has a Statement or an Education, Health and Care Plan
(EHCP), and you are thinking of naming us on the application for a
secondary school place, we would suggest you make contact directly
with our SENCO to arrange a phone call so that you can ensure we
are the most appropriate provision for your child.
We also have a limited number of places available at our Enhanced
Learning Provision (The Matrix) for children with ASCD – more
information may be obtained by contacting the academy.
Our full admissions policy is available on our website
www.oasisacademyarena.org.
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A message from our CEO

I am delighted that you and
your family are interested
in becoming part of Oasis
Academy Arena.
Oasis Community Learning was established
as a Multi-Academy Trust in 2004 with the
vision to create “Exceptional Education at the
Heart of the Community”.
We now run academies in four main regions
throughout the UK, providing either Primary,
Secondary or All-through education.
All of our academies are committed to providing
a rich educational experience and ensuring
that every child and young person has the
opportunity to achieve at the highest level.
Our ethos is integral to that provision. It is
an expression of our character, a statement
of who we are and therefore the lens
through which we assess all we do. We are
committed to a model of inclusion, equality,
healthy relationships, hope and perseverance
throughout all aspects of the life and culture
of each academy community.
We passionately embrace learning and are
committed to every child within our care
reaching their full potential, developing
holistically across every area of their lives
both now and in their future.

All of this is underpinned by our philosophy
of education which highlights our focus on
inspirational leadership, deep learning and
healthy communities. It aspires to develop the
character and competence of every child within
every community of which we are a part.
At Oasis Community Learning therefore,
we believe we are all ‘the architects of our
students’ lives’ and as such we are committed
to laying the right foundations for every one of
our young people.
So we look forward to your family potentially
becoming part of Oasis, in the knowledge that
we will work in partnership with you to ensure
your children become confident learners
ready to fulfil their aspirations in life.
Best wishes,

John Murphy
          Chief Executive Officer,
Oasis Community Learning

Leaders have an ambitious vision for the school.
Their energy and commitment are focused on ensuring
that all pupils achieve the highest possible outcomes.

A message from our Founder
When I started Oasis back in 1985, I had no
idea it would grow into the wonderful family
of charities that it has become today. In Oasis
Community Learning, we are the country’s
second largest provider of Academy schools,
educating around 25,000 children and young
people. Through Oasis Aquila Housing, we
provide housing for vulnerable young people.
With Oasis Community Partnerships we run
social projects – from community farms and
coffee houses to churches and children’s
centres – and much more besides. And we do
this in communities as diverse as Gateshead
in the North East to Bristol in the South West.
So, the question is…why?
Not only do we believe your child should
receive the very best formal education, but
also that there is more to a healthy life and
future than simply the knowledge they hold.
Every one of us is a product of the community
in which we live. That is why Oasis is
passionate that every community served by
one of our Academies should be a happy,
healthy place where every person is included
and valued, and has the ability to thrive and
achieve their full, God-given potential.

That is why Oasis’ vision not only aims to
deliver outstanding education, but also to help
build great local neighbourhoods.
We are motivated by our core Christian
ethos which means that we believe every
person – those of all faiths or none – are
equally valuable and have a part to contribute
in helping this vision become a reality.
Helping a young person realise who they are
meant to be is about more than simply the
qualifications they get or the job they want;
it’s about how they see themselves and those
around them. That’s why Oasis’ goal is to
help create great communities where every
young person achieves their best, respects
themselves, values those around them and
contributes to the good of all.
We look forward to welcoming you and
your child to an Oasis Academy in order to
experience this for yourself.

Steve Chalke, MBE
Oasis Founder

Ofsted
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Oasis Academy Arena
Oasis Academy Arena
Albert Road
South Norwood
London
SE25 4QL
e: info@oasisarena.org
t: 0208 2406700
@oasisArena
@Oasisacademyarena
www.oasisacademyarena.org
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If you wish to know more about Oasis
Community Learning – part of the Oasis group
of charities – please contact:
The Oasis Centre, 75 Westminster Bridge
Road, London SE1 7HS
@OasisAcademies
www.oasiscommunitylearning.org

